Central determiner is as the main component in constructing noun phrase element as subject, objects, and complement in writing compositions. Meanwhile, determiner affects the meaning of noun. This research investigates the constructions of central determiners in abstracts of Journal Al-Tahrir Volume 17 No.1 Tahun 2017 and the reasons in applying those determiners in that journal. In gaining related information, types of central determiners, three diagram and table bracket were used. Qualitative research and syntactical analysis was conducted to analyze the data. The research finding revealed that central determiners were used in sentences of the abstracts. The terms of central determiners in subject were constructed through 7 determiners such demonstrative article, personal pronoun, possessive pronoun, indefinite pronoun, demonstrative article, definite article, and indefinite article. Having the function of object, central determiners were defined in 5 terms namely possessive pronoun, indefinite pronoun, demonstrative article, definite and indefinite article. Then, they were also used in sentences of the abstracts as complement. Here, central determiners were defined in terms of reflective pronoun, personal pronoun, possessive pronoun, indefinite pronoun, interrogative pronoun, definite and indefinite article.
A. INTRODUCTION
Writing composition is constructed from simple sentences to compound complex sentences. There, writers should be able to choose appropriate words due to their written become meaningful. The using of word choices in writing affects writers' language style. Each writer has distinctive characteristics. Indeed, Cali and Bowen argued that how a writer chooses words and structures sentences to achieve a certain effect are also an element of style Cali K and Bowen, 2003) . This means that determining appropriate words and constructing sentences accurately support the highest contribution components in writing. For instance, a good writer will also use adjectives in moderation and instead of using adverbs frequently allow nouns and verbs to do the expression of their thought or idea (Adebola Adebileje, 2016: 45-49) . On the other word, noun usages are as productive as adjectives, adverbs, and verbs in writing.
According to the explanation above, it can be summed up that there are two linguistic elements that affect writing namely semantics (word choices) and syntax (sentence structure). Both semantics and syntax have different perspective in analyzing a product of writing but they are enclosed and cannot be separated. Syntax, for instance, see the elements of writing especially English toward Subjects, Verbs, Objects, and Complements. Meanwhile, three of those elements are usually defined in form of nouns and or noun phrase. On the other hand, nouns along with verbs are a dominant part of speech, and that the semantic content of sentences is borne mostly by nouns (B. Aarts and C. Meyer, 1995) . Hence, it is crucial discussion in conducting noun phrase as a research because noun phrase is a dominant part of speech in writing and it has some functions in sentence such subject, object, and or complement.
Sydney Greenbaum and Gerald Nelson (2002:48) noun phrase systematically represents several elements such determiner, pre-modifier, and post-modifier such the following table Based on the chart above, it can be concluded that the basic form of noun phrase is a noun then modified by determiner (all, that, a, the) , pre-modifier, and followed post-modifier. Here, the researcher focused on determiner because it is the first construction of noun phrase that determined the meaning of noun in sentences. Moreover, that noun phrase has a function as subject in sentence.
According to the explanations and also the examples as proven, it can be underlined that noun phrase usages in writing is crucial elements and mostly writings delivered noun phrase, eventhough, it has distinctive functions. Furthermore, why does noun phrase become a crucial element to be conducted in research? Because noun phrase is as the main components in constructing the elements of subject, object, and complement in writing. Meanwhile, determiner affects the meaning of noun.
Because of that reason, the researcher needed to conduct a research related to central determiner of noun phrase. Indeed, the kind of phenomena is also defined in abstracts of At-Tahrir Journal. A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a common noun or a proper noun to refer to somebody or something (Seaton and Mew,2007: 44) . In hand, pronouns constitute a fairly small class of words distinguished from other nouns most clearly by their inability to combine with determiners (Huddleston and Geoffrey, 2007:4) . In this case, pronoun can be identified through
Reflective
Reflective pronouns are unique groups of pronouns that always end in eitherself or -selves (Lester, 2008: 81) . They cannot stand without by themselves and meaningless because they reflect related pronouns that come previous.
Personal
Personal pronoun is used to replace one or more than one noun or compound noun. Usually pronoun refers to specific person or thing. The following table represents the form of personal pronoun (Lester, 2008:77) Indefinite pronoun means a pronoun which refers to a non-specific thing, phenomenon, or person (Hasselgard, 2012) . The indefinite pronouns are anybody, anything, anyone, everybody, everything, everyone, nobody, nothing, no-one, somebody, something, someone, as well as one, some, any, all, every, each, both, either, neither, many, much, a lot of, few, little and others used as pronouns
Interrogative
Its pronoun is used in forming question-word questions.
Demonstrative
Demonstrative pronouns are a small class of just four words this, that, these and those (Lester, 2008:85 
Previous Studies
The previous study taken from thesis written by Shahla'a Raheem Shalal entitled A Linguistics Study of Central Determiners in English. He underlined that determiners are words which specify the range of reference of a noun as being specific such as definite article; generic such as indefinite article. Determiners can be sub-classified into three classes which are pre-determiners, central determiners and post determiners.
Moreover, the researcher also takes Jane E Gressang entitled A frequency and error analysis of the use of determiners, the relationships between noun phrases, and the structure of discourse in English essays by native English writers and native Chinese, Taiwanese Based on the previous studies above, it can be summed up that conducted researcher here is purely researchers ideas. Here some differences between this research and the previous are in the previous research was conducted by Shahla'a only determined the types of English Determiners in general, and the second research written by Jane analyzed the error in using determiners through computational linguistics.
Meanwhile, in this research, the researcher tries to explore the forms central determiners that are found in the abstracts of At-Tahrir Journal Vol.17 No.1 Tahun 2017. Furthermore, the sentences contained central determiners in abstracts of At-Tahrir
B. RESERACH METHOD
Journal were collected as the data in term of documentation. Then, those data were analyzed through syntactical analysis. In order to analyze the data, the researchers applied three stages namely reduction, display, and verification.
C. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

Findings
The The first principal is the crucial functions of noun phrase in sentence. In line, Aarts and Meyer (1995) argued that nouns along with verbs are a dominant part of speech, and that the semantic content of sentences is borne mostly by nouns. It means that sentence, mostly was constructed by noun phrase because it is able to use in subjects, objects, and complements.
The next major is central determiners. Determiner affects the meaning of noun.
The types of central determiners are as proven that the different determiners described the distinctive forms of noun in sentence.
Then, the last is abstracts in Journal. Abstract also become the major reasons in conducting this research because abstract describes powerful statements that explain a larger work. Furthermore, abstract allows readers who may be interested in a longer work to quickly decide whether is worth their time to read it (Abstract -The Writing
Center accessed in https://writingcenter.unc.edu). It means that abstract describes the whole contents of someone work in short passages. Based on those reasons, the researchers assume that analyzing central determiners in abstract is a crucial issue.
Moreover, in analyzing central determiners, distinctive strategies are applied in this research namely three diagram and label bracket. Those strategies are distinguished with previous studies in which they analyzed determiners by identifying the types and using computational analysis.
phrase consists of adjective hangs out together with other elements which modify it. In addition, its phrase can be used to modify noun inside noun phrase
The sentence above showed that adjective phrase was used to modify noun inside noun phrase. The noun phrase in the sentence has the noun power as its head, and the adjective phrase supernatural serves as a modifier. It can be summed up that the function of adjective phrases is referred to as attributive.
Indefinite Pronoun
Indefinite pronoun is used to mention non specific pronoun. In this journal, this phenomenon found in datum (AB1/S4) that used indefinite pronoun form such in the following sentence
Theological orthodoxy argued that each argument of divinity was token from the revelation Chart 5. Indefinite Pronoun Indefinite pronoun in that sentence was shown by the word each. Pronoun each must be always referred by singular pronoun and its pronoun is typically unspecific. In that sentence, each is followed by singular pronoun argument. That represents such an unclear argument, as the consequence, embedded information is needed to explain the pronoun specifically. In hence, prepositional phrase is distributed after in creating specific information towards noun.
Demonstrative article
In general, demonstrative article is used to point to something in a situation. This construction can be seen in datum (AB7/S2) as follow This peaceful Da'wa has given birth to the moderate Islam for Indonesian This datum showed that demonstrative article occurred in subject of that sentence. Here, this is used to indicate something which has already been known by others being referred to. Hence its term is usually known as definite article. In this case, the usage of the word this was to emphasize the noun da'wa. Furthermore, demonstrative article this indicated that the following noun in this article was in term of singular form.
In this case, adjective phrase was used when reference is made to a specific individual or a specific group of individuals or specific instances of abstract concepts a nominal head whether a noun or a pronoun. The noun phrase in the sentence has the noun da'wa as its head, and the adjective phrase peaceful serves as a modifier.
Definite Article
The function of definite article is to precede noun when the writer believes that the reader already knows what he is referring to. The common word in English indicated definite article is the. Eventhough, definite article precede noun, it does not mean that the noun should be specific. In hence, the term of prepositional phrase must be added after noun Datum AB2/S2
In addition, the claims of heterodoxy-orthodoxy existed since the emergence of Islamic religious discourse itself until now, through many studies ie Quranic interpretation In the sentence above, definite article the was used when the author assumed there was just one of something in that place, even if it had not been mentioned before.
The head noun in this sentence is claims. This noun does not mention in the previous sentences. As the consequence, central determiner of definite article the must be added before head noun claims. Since unclear information of head noun, embedded information in term of prepositional phrase is needed to make the head noun clearly.
Indefinite Article
The construction of indefinite article can be seen in datum (AB3/S7) as follow Finally, factors that causing the emergence of a cult is not only a matter of heresy, but also sociological and psychological Chart 8. Indefinite Articles
In the sentence above, definite article the was used to point out a noun which has already been mentioned before. The head noun in this sentence is emergence. Since the head noun was unclear stated, embedded information was needed in creating brief sentence. 
Central Determiner as Object
The second pattern of central determiner was defined in the abstracts taken the position of object. Here, the researchers found five central determiners namely possessive pronoun, indefinite pronoun, demonstrative pronoun, definite and indefinite article.
Possessive Pronoun
This pattern occurred in datum (AB8/S2) and it took a place as object in the following sentence They are the first orthodox takfiri in Islam and their motto is who did not punish His law, they were among those unbeliever Chart 9. Posseisve Pronoun
The possessive adjective in the sentence above referred to people. It is more in the sense of relationship than ownership. In this case, possessive adjective his is followed by head noun law in constructing noun phrase and indicated third person singular.
Indefinite Pronoun
Indefinite pronoun is used to mention non specific pronoun. In this abstract, this Indefinite pronoun in that sentence was shown by the word some. The pronoun some is followed by noun that refers to indefinite quantities. In that sentence, some is followed by plural pronoun. The head noun in this sentence was arguments. Its noun was modified by adverb convincing and satisfying.
Demonstrative Pronoun
The construction of demonstrative pronoun was defined in datum (AB4/S7) as the following sentence
Da'wah multicultural evidenced by not impose his religion on others who are different Chart 11. Indefinite Pronoun
The possessive adjective in the sentence above referred to people. It is more in the sense of relationship than ownership. In this case, possessive adjective his is followed by head noun religious in constructing noun phrase. The word others is used as a pronoun refers more than one person or things. And it took the plural form.
Definite Article
The function of definite article is to precede noun when the writer believes that the reader already knows what he is referring to. The common word in English indicated definite article is the. This construction can be seen in the following sentence
The existence of various religious discourses is caused by the differences of 
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In the sentence above, definite article the was used when the author assumed there was just one of something in that place, even if it had not been mentioned before. The head nouns in this sentence were differences. This noun does not mention in the previous sentences. As the consequence, central determiner of definite article the must be added before those head nouns.
Indefinite Article
The construction of indefinite article in At-Tahrir Journal was found in the following sentence Furthermore, he said that if there is a domination, it will arise a resistance Chart 13. Indefinite Article
In the sentence above, indefinite article a was used before a noun that is general or when its identity is not known. The head noun in this sentence was resistant.
Central Determiner as Complement
The second pattern of central determiner was defined in the abstracts taken the position of complement. Here, the researchers found 7 central determiners such reflective pronoun, possessive pronoun, indefinite pronoun, interrogative pronoun, demonstrative article, definite and indefinite article. Those were constructed in abstracts of At-Tahrir Journal.
Reflective Pronoun
This pattern was defined in datum (AB5/S6) as the following sentence
The barakah interpreted as increasing the value of kindness and becoming positive energy in developing self concept and how to emulate the personality and make kiai as 
Possessive Pronoun
The construction of this central determiner occurred in datuma (AB5/S6) as the following sentence
The barakah interpreted as increasing the value of kindness and becoming positive energy in developing self concept and how to emulate the personality and make kiai as moral role models, as well a way for students to acquire useful knowledge after he returned to his hometown respectively This datum showed that demonstrative article occurred in subject of that sentence.
Here, This is used to indicate something which has already been known by others being referred to. Hence its term is usually known as definite article. In this case, the usage of the word this was to emphasize the noun perspective. The author in the first abstract clearly identified only his writing not others by using the noun phrase this perspective.
Furthermore, demonstrative article this indicated that the following noun in this article was in term of singular form.
Definite Article
The function of definite article is to precede noun when the writer believes that the reader already knows what he is referring to. The common word in English indicated definite article is the. This construction occurred on datum AB1/S4
Theological orthodoxy argued that each argument of divinity was token from the 
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In the sentence above, definite article the was used when the author assumed there was just one of something in that place, even if it had not been mentioned before. The head noun in this sentence is revelation.
Indefinite Article
This construction occurred in datum AB2/S8 as follow He clarify that discourse / knowledge is an instrument to dominate others Chart 20. Indefinite Article
Indefinite article an was used before a noun that is general or when its identity is not known. The head noun in this sentence was instrument.
D. CONCLUSION
The researchers sum up that central determiners are defined in abstracts of AtTahrir Journal and central determiners of noun phrase take place in each sentence as subject, object, and complement. The terms of central determiners in subject are constructed through 7 determiners such demonstrative article, personal pronoun, possessive pronoun, indefinite pronoun, demonstrative article, definite article, and indefinite article.
Furthermore, central determiner is also occurred in the abstracts as object. Having the function of object, central determiners are defined in 5 terms namely possessive pronoun, indefinite pronoun, demonstrative article, definite and indefinite article.
Besides, central determiners are used in sentences of the abstracts as complement.
Here, central determiners are defined in terms of reflective pronoun, personal pronoun, possessive pronoun, indefinite pronoun, interrogative pronoun, negative form, definite and indefinite article.
